
Chapter 1

Food heritage and nationalism 
in Europe

Ilaria Porciani

Food: heritage for uncertain times

More than ever, food occupies a central place in our thoughts and our imagin-
ation. The less we cook or eat in a decent way, the more we are concerned with 
the meaning and strategies of cooking, the authenticity of recipes and their 
normative grammar. Food, the most accessible threshold of culture (La Cecla 
1997), is ubiquitous in television series and programmes, films (Saillard 2010), 
magazines, newspaper articles and novels (Biasin 1991; Ott 2011), as well as in 
recent and very popular detective stories. Commissario Montalbano, created 
by Andrea Camilleri, makes a point of praising the true Sicilian cooking of his 
housekeeper while despising the cuisine from distant, albeit Mediterranean, 
Liguria as prepared by his fiancée. The hero of Petros Markaris’s detective novels, 
Inspector Costas Charitos, a Rum –  that is, a Greek born in Istanbul –  explores 
contact zones and frictions between the often overlapping cuisines of the two 
communities. The detective created by Manuel Vásquez Montálban constantly 
describes local and national dishes from his country in vivid detail, and mirrors 
the tension between local, Catalan and national cuisine. Why should this be so 
if these attitudes did not speak immediately to everyone?

In every culture, “foodways constitute an organized system, a language that –  
through its structure and components –  conveys meaning and contributes to the 
organization of the natural and social world” (Counihan 1999, 19). Worldwide, 
as well as across social classes and different milieus, food conveys feelings of 
community and inclusion. Food reminds us of the protective intimacy of the 
private home and the national home at one and the same time. Besides being 
a powerful means of integration within a group for some, it enables recogni-
tion within a taxonomic classification (Fischler 1988). Yet it can also effect-
ively voice “othering” and disgust for others. Thus the emotional connection 
between food and the feeling of national belonging is also used and misused by 
politicians in various countries to mobilize the masses.

In times of presentism (Hartog 2015), heritage- making is a response to 
anxieties about malbouffe  –  fast food, bad food and bad eating habits (Binet 
2016)  –  “MacDonaldization”, the consequences of extreme industrial food 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 



4 Ilaria Porciani

manufacturing and the fear of globalization and mass immigration. The need 
to create food heritage is partly the result of a longing for grandmothers’ 
“authentic” cuisine, with its supposedly deep roots in our traditions, which 
are meant to be rediscovered and protected. Edible chronotopes (Kirshenblatt- 
Gimblett 2004, xiii) contain and embody the memory of people and places 
through time and space. When food is designated as heritage it “takes on even 
greater emotional weight” (Brulotte and Di Giovine 2014, 2).

These fantasies are often entangled with the nostalgia (Boym 2001; Duruz 
1999; Renko and Bucar 2014; but also Holak 2014; Holtzman 2006, 367– 8; 
Mannur 2007) characteristic of the most extreme cases of contemporary nation-
alism. Often it is nostalgia for a rural “countryside- nation” such as is proposed 
in open- air museums (Skansen in Norway or Beamish in the United Kingdom 
being two good examples) or in the English television heritage series devoted 
to Avis Crocomb, which attracted not fewer than 12 million viewers online 
alone. The chief cook of Lord and Lady Braybrooke at Audley End House in 
the Victorian age is shown picking fresh fruit from a very English orchard, or 
preparing English breakfast in the authentic castle’s historical kitchen. A wave 
of nostalgia for the rural past was evident in Japan as well (Cwierta 2006).

While our society becomes liquid (Baumann 2000) and our world is 
characterized by a “global ethnoscape” (Appadurai 1996) largely deterritorialized 
and marked by a new irrelevance of space, we are drawn to imagine food in 
terms of authenticity, tradition and terroir –  a French word which designates a 
rather small terrain “whose soil and microclimate impart distinctive qualities to 
food products” (Barham 2003, 131; Demossier 2016; Saillard 2010). Because we 
are losing contact with things and practices which used to be alive and familiar, 
we turn them into heritage (Nora 1989). This trend is by no means confined 
to food: heritagization is a much wider phenomenon in almost all countries –  
Europe being probably at the forefront.

Closely connected to this context is the “heritage vegetable discourse” 
centred on guardianship. Its linear narrative presents the past “not only as 
better, freer and more diverse, but also unchanging”, and emphasizes a con-
tinuity with past generations, which may be “a matter of centuries as in the 
documents issued by the British National Trust, millennia or even prehistory 
as in the Science and Advice for Scottish Agricultural Website” (Wincott 2015, 
577– 8). Abigail Wincott classifies the British organizations involved under the 
following broad categories: “heritage conservation bodies (such as the National 
Trust and the Heritage Seed Library), activist groups (for example Reclaim the 
Fields), lifestyle journalists and experts, seed catalogues and garden centres, those 
selling heritage vegetables and fruit as luxury or premium food (these include 
restaurants and supermarkets, selling heritage vegetables in their luxury food 
ranges) and academics studying traditional crops”. The mapping of the field of 
actors –  she points out –  “is successful in giving an indication of how broad the 
range of activities is, stretching from anticapitalist agitation to fine- dining and 
it throws up some interesting questions about the role of mainstreaming and 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

   

 

 



Food heritage and nationalism in Europe 5

different models of funding” (Wincott 2015, 574– 5). Although related only to 
the United Kingdom, this picture mirrors the variety of subjects and agencies 
involved in the process of heritagization.

In being turned into heritage, food becomes part of a transaction. Like 
every other kind of heritage understood as such, it is the object of a pact (or 
unspoken contract) between those who confer heritage status on it and the 
people. In the 19th and 20th centuries the blueprint of this quite informal 
pact “profoundly linked to nation- building” (Adell, Bendix, Bortolotto and 
Tauschek 2016, 7) was written by national intellectuals and folklorists engaged 
in researching the national traditions of the people, and producing the national- 
popular master narrative in order to promote what they called the national 
“awakening”. Ministries and public bodies of newer or older nation states and 
also supranational institutions contributed further, and so did many cooks and 
middle- class housewives, aristocrats and gourmets who volunteered to partici-
pate in the informal task of creating a culinary identity for the nation.

In recent times, new tools have been created to “enhance and protect the 
legal, commercial and cultural values of foods and customs whose characteristics 
and reputation can be variously attributed to their origin” (Parasecoli 2017, 2). 
On one hand are place- based labels such as Protected Designation of Origin 
(PDO) as well as the broader category of Geographical Indication (GI); on the 
other hand is UNESCO’s list of Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH). UNESCO 
mentioned intangible cultural heritage in its 1989 Recommendation for the 
Safeguarding of Traditional Culture Folklore. However, it was not until 2003 
that UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage was passed, and only from 2010 was food included (Clough 2015; Di 
Fiore 2018a).

More than ever this process of heritagization of food (as of other “things” and 
tangible or intangible practices) is characterized by the logic of cultural engin-
eering based on nation states (Adell et  al. 2016; Hannerz 2006, 79; Kuutma 
2012, 30)  and can lead to ambiguities and shortcomings (Hertz 2017). It is 
governed by a nomos and enters a complex system of negotiations. While free 
intellectuals are still vocal about the topic, it is public bodies that are appointed 
as culinary or food quality authorities. In this case the pact becomes more 
complicated and its effect more coercive. The official grammar triumphs over 
vernacular languages and dialects, and hierarchies are constructed. Some foods 
are included; others are necessarily excluded. French scholars have reflected 
on surclassement patrimonial –  that is, the effect of skating over a great variety 
of possible heritage while projecting a highly selective light of heritage only 
on a few things or practices. The picture becomes complicated and conflictual, 
because authorized heritage discourse –  be it local, national, multinational or 
supranational –  privileges some actors while disengaging others from the active 
use of heritage (Smith 2006).

Food heritage reconfigures relations of power and meaning as well as practices, 
and has an immediate impact on production, consumers and commodities: in 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 



6 Ilaria Porciani

short, on the market. Put succinctly, heritage becomes one arena of cultural 
propertization (Bendix, Eggert and Peselmann 2012). Moreover, it brings 
about a new way of constructing a narrative about what has been recognized 
as heritage (Fox 2007, 554). This happens in the case of geographical quality 
indications as well as in UNESCO’s list of intangible heritage. In both cases, 
competitive confrontation among states or regions –  originally probably unin-
tended –  is in reality a major result of these procedures. Moreover, food is part of 
the important recent process of commercializing memory cultures (Narvselius 
2015, 417):  the market amplifies constructed memories and traditions and 
makes intensive use of often simplified and invented culinary traditions.

Discussing food heritage implies navigating between operational definitions 
(principally UNESCO’s) and the scholarly ones, including the definition 
suggested by Christopher Whitehead, Gönül Bozoğlu and Mads Daugbjerg 
(2019):  heritage is “a representational, discursive and performative practice 
involving conscious attempts to symbolically valorize aspects of the past in 
the present”. This prompts useful considerations. First of all, it brings to light 
how difficult it is to define heritage, and how senses of heritage have changed 
over time. Secondly, it sheds light on the implicit or explicit political intentions 
behind inventories and norms of protection, but also the accurate definition of 
the specific qualities needed in order to consider a practice as part of patrimoine. 
Thirdly, it helps to better understanding what David Lowenthal already pointed 
out many years ago: heritage “distinguishes us from others. It gets passed only to 
descendants, to our own flesh and blood; newcomers, outsiders, foreigners all 
erode and debase it” (Lowenthal 1994, 47). Working on the complexity of food 
as heritage can help to deconstruct such assumptions showing entanglements 
and overlaps, as well as highlighting shared practices among many people in 
Europe and sometimes across the Mediterranean.

The long- term perspective of most of the chapters of this book will help to 
focus on how these perspectives have changed from the long 19th century –  the 
century of nationalisms, when heritage was inextricably connected to nations –  
to recent steps aiming to establish certain foods as world intangible heritage. 
Moreover, the double nature of food as a material “thing” made of ingredients 
and as a long- lasting but also perpetually evolving practice complicates the pic-
ture. As Laura Di Fiore explains in Chapter 2 of this volume, the UNESCO 
1972 definition of heritage at first did not accommodate food as heritage: food 
came later, and not without problems.

In order to shed light on those issues, the first section of this book deals with 
the political issue of food in processes of heritagization (Di Fiore, Chapter 2) 
and labelling (Parasecoli, Chapter  3), within market strategies (Capuzzo, 
Chapter 4), in politically oriented movements (Tolomelli, Chapter 5) and in 
museums (Eckersley, Chapter 6). Part II of this book tries to explain why it is 
difficult to consider food as “original national heritage”, because of the many 
exchanges and grafting processes over a long period, though more specif-
ically since the Middle Ages (Montanari, Chapter  7) and in the subsequent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 



Food heritage and nationalism in Europe 7

empires (Horel, Chapter 8; Samancı, Chapter 9). It also focuses on the 19th 
and early 20th centuries by drawing attention to restaurants in different global 
contexts:  the Universal Exhibitions (Williot, Chapter  10) and global trade 
(Knyazeva, Chapter 11).

Food heritage and nationalism: state of the art

In the 1980s nationalism and food studies started to be identified as pre-
cise scholarly fields. However, due to the existing disciplinary borders they 
proceeded in parallel. In the 1980s heritage studies too was established as a 
specific discipline, but it took some time before it turned towards the topic of 
food (Poulot 2015). Until a few years ago, cross- fertilization was limited. One 
important exception was Nora’s seminal Lieux de mémoire, where a chapter on 
gastronomy and one on wine (Durand 1992; Ory 1992) figured prominently 
among the traditions of the nation. For France, it would probably be impos-
sible to omit either of them, both for the role of gastronomy in nation- building 
and for the early interest in the topic of food shown by French historiography 
(Flandrin 1992, 1999, 2000; Pilcher 2012, 44; Rowley 1997, 2006; Watts 2012).

Hobsbawm focused on the invention of tradition and on nationalism 
(Hobsbawm 1983, 1990), but failed to mention food, and so did Ernst Gellner 
(1983) and many others, including those authors who focused on nationhood 
from below, or on the gendered nature of nation- building processes (Blom, 
Hagemann and Hall 2000). Food is quoted only twice (and not in connection 
with its symbolic power) in Billig’s Banal Nationalism (Billig 1995).

While in 2004 Ben Rogers still lamented that historians and sociologists had 
not taken much interest in nationalism of the culinary kind (Rogers 2004), 
the picture has changed in the past few years. Building on the earlier works of 
Claude Lévi- Strauss (1958), Mary Douglas (1966) and Roland Barthes (1961), 
recent scholars have highlighted that food- related practices can be read as sig-
nifying systems whose meanings are determined by the cultural context. It 
has become clear that “in every culture, food- ways constitute an organized 
system, a language that  –  through its structure and components  –  conveys 
meaning and contributes to the organization of the natural and social world” 
(Counihan 1999, 19; Counihan and Kaplan 1998). Historians (Scholliers 2001) 
and anthropologists have discussed the symbolic significance of food in the 
construction of national self- identity (Ohnuki- Tierney 1993).

In recent years, however, as part of a new attention to banal nationalism, 
scholars have started to investigate the role of food in the perception and con-
struction of the nation. With the help of historians, anthropologists, sociologists 
and heritage scholars, research on food heritage and nationalism has grown 
immensely (Di Fiore 2018b). Bessière (2001) describes food heritage as a set 
of material and immaterial features in a community’s food culture that have 
become recognized as a common good: a broad set, not excluding innovation 
(Bessière 2010; Bessière and Tibère 2010) and including foods and recipes, 

  

  

 

 

 

  

       

  

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

  

 



8 Ilaria Porciani

kitchen utensils or ways of eating together and even of setting the table. This 
is not without its significance: many national museums have found room for 
table- laying, a crucial point of middle-  and lower- class domestic life and upper- 
class ostentation.

Some scholars (Ramli, Zahari, Ishahk and Sharif 2013) have concentrated 
on how food heritagization has tied up with the tradition of foods prepared 
and consumed over an unbroken sequence of generations. As one reads them, 
though, the doubt immediately arises that in many cases these traditions may 
not have been so continuous, and that some invention and reinvention may have 
taken place (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Holtzman 2006). Others have tried 
to divide the gastronomic heritage into two categories: foods that form part of 
everyday life and foodstuffs that are disappearing or have already disappeared. 
The memory of a food may linger even after it has vanished, and may go on 
fuelling nostalgia, as some folklorists intuited many years back (Evans 1942, 73).

Parkhurst Ferguson (2010) reflected on culinary nationalism and De Soucey 
even coined the term gastronationalism (de Soucey 2010). Scholars have started 
investigating culinary politics and its role in the consolidation and transformation 
of nation states, as in Japan (Ichijo and Ranta 2016); they have highlighted how 
important those policies were in consolidating community ties and affirming 
strong political identities (Gvion 2011). Aykan speaks of a new “food heritage 
fever” (Aykan 2016, 799) while Demossier has investigated the role of terroir 
(Delfosse 1997, 2011; Demossier 2016), which had become a clear issue even in 
French state banquets during Chirac’s presidency (Roux 2017): in fact, nowhere 
is the symbolic meaning of food more in evidence than at public events. Julia 
Csergo wrote of her own experience as a scholar in charge of the UNESCO 
candidature of the gastronomic meal of the French (Csergo 2016; Tornatore 
2012). The debate on the politics of protected and controlled GIs and the com-
plexities of labelling lead on to global issues, as Parasecoli also shows in this book. 
And it is on a global scale that the issue of immaterial heritage has arisen, as 
proposed by UNESCO ever since developing countries and the Global South 
and North began pressing for broader, more inclusive definitions of heritage, 
taking account of what they perceive as heritage, as against Eurocentric standards. 
Laura Di Fiore explains this well in her chapter for this book.

Old as well as recent hostilities between countries have often fuelled food 
wars, and clearly impact UNESCO applications. As Ubertazzi (2015, 114) has 
pointed out, “in certain cases, the proposal of these multinational nominations 
proves impossible for example, when the same states concerned are at war with 
each other, or are experiencing bad relations for whatever reason.” This is the 
case with kimchi (Han 2011), the candidature for which described it as an essen-
tial part of the Korean way of life.1 Historians have also followed the disputes 
between Indonesians and Malese (Chong 2012).

Scholars, increasingly interested in conflicts, have followed and interpreted 
recent food wars, starting from the one between Greeks and Romanians about 
sarma or feta cheese (Mihăilescu 2012) and between Greek Cypriots, Turks and 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Food heritage and nationalism in Europe 9

Cypriots, based on the contested UNESCO nomination of Lokoumi (Welz 
2013). They have analysed the war over the property of falafel contested between 
Palestine and Israel (Raviv 2003), or over hummus among Israelis, Palestinians 
and Lebanese (Ariel 2012), all increasingly relevant to UNESCO nominations 
to ICH.

In 2017 a new food heritage war between Israeli and Palestinians crystallized 
around zatar: Palestinians wish to repeat ancient rituals and get together to gather 
it, while Israeli authorities are trying to protect this herb, probably mentioned 
in the Bible and in danger of extinction. Haaretz pointed out that this war has 
been going on since 1977, when environmentalists succeeded in transforming 
the list of 257 protected species into law. The Palestinian Heirloom Society was 
also set up to protect something belonging intimately to Palestinian identity. 
Once more, the struggle is both an identity and a commercial battle, while top 
chefs use the herb to create internationally successful dishes (Frattini 2017).

The case of the protest against the label “Palestinian salad” on a dish with 
a couscous base, offered by Virgin Atlantic Airlines (which was apparently 
forced to change the name to “couscous salad”) is a good instance of how 
the reference to a regional or typical dish in an attempt to be commercially 
attractive can turn into a disaster. But even more interesting is the airline’s 
reply: “Maftoul is Palestinian, just like pasties are Cornish and pâté de foi gras 
is French.” But are we sure that the French can claim foie gras as a national dish, 
when precisely this dish has a distinct pre- national origin in Jewish cuisine? 
Food historians know very well that duck was notoriously the Jews’ pork, and 
back in the 16th century Bartolomeo Scappi or Marx Rumpolt recommended 
preparing foie gras from the liver of ducks raised by Jews in various areas, espe-
cially Bohemia (Toaff 2004, 275– 81). This is a clear example of how a dish may 
become “nationalized” when its long diaspora history, characterized by medi-
ation and hybridism, is neglected.

Food and national branding: gastrodiplomacy

“[Catalonia] is not an invention: there is a territory, a community, a language, 
a culture and, in my case, a cuisine. Thus, my friends, this is a nation” (quoted 
in Pujol 2009, 438). In 2006 chef Carme Ruscalleda openly supported Catalan 
nationalism through gastronomy with this strong statement. The new use of 
food in national narratives with different aims –  as diverse as encouragement 
of devolution, or promotion of the national brand –  has become so important 
that the old term of culinary diplomacy, still used by some scholars (Chapple- 
Sokol 2013), has often been supplanted by a neologism: gastrodiplomacy. This 
new concept refers to actions taken by governmental, private and public 
agencies in order to use “soft power –  the power of attraction”, and to promote 
“the art of winning hearts and minds through stomachs” (Rockower 2012, 1). 
Gastrodiplomacy has been, for instance, at the core of aggressive tourist policies, 
such as the official Global Thai Program launched in 2002 in order to erase 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10 Ilaria Porciani

Thailand’s previous image as a destination for sex tourism. Recipes, restaurant 
décor, staff dress and atmosphere were carefully planned to sell exoticism rooted 
in traditional national cooking. And yet, as we see in the conclusions of this 
book, this cuisine was to some extent trivialized and standardized in order to 
accommodate the taste of international tourists. Numbers are relevant. With 
25 million tourists in 2014, Thailand’s success was so evident that this model 
was soon imitated by Taiwan (Chen 2011), South Korea and Peru (Ranta 2015, 
36– 8). Malaysia has also tried to tailor its national gastronomic identity in order 
to attract and retain its almost 26 million tourists (Omar, Karim, Bakar and 
Omar 2015). Many similar cases of gastrodiplomacy aim at developing tourism 
(Alonso and Krajsic 2013; Cohen and Avieli 2004; Gössling and Hall 2013; 
Harrington and Ottenbacher 2010; Sims 2009; Timothy 2016).

In Europe these policies have often combined food with history and cul-
tural heritage. In 2005– 2006 the Generalitat of Catalonia organized “L’any 
del manjar, cuina i gastronomia” (The Year of Food, Cuisine and Gastronomy) 
“to commemorate 600 years of gastronomical culture through lavish exhibits 
and multitudinous talks by chefs, who had already become media superstars” 
(Pujol 2009). In 2016 the Italian conference on Soft Power, Made in Italy and 
Italian Lifestyle in the World had the aim of promoting the country’s image, 
remembering its cuisine and “not just exploiting the sector’s economic poten-
tial, but trying to give due worth to that immaterial heritage of traditions and 
artisan expertise that may prompt foreign public opinion to reappraise Italy’s role 
in the world”.2

A good case in point in linking marketing, branding and national cultural 
identity is the New Nordic Cuisine (NNC), launched in 2004 by a group of 
chefs. New Nordic Cuisine is trying to create a new terroir for the Nordic iden-
tity (Tholstrup Hermansen 2012), in order to challenge French hegemony over 
haute cuisine. It defines culinary excellence as based only on products grown 
in the north, which are marketed as expressing the purity, freshness, simplicity 
and ethics associated with the region (Haraldsdóttir and Gunnarsdóttir 2014). 
However, there is no real agreement on what Nordic cuisine actually means 
because blatant tensions have arisen between Denmark and Norway. According 
to Neuman and Leer (2018), Danish texts actually refer to a shared Nordic 
culinary identity, whereas this is the case in only 5 out of 51 (approximately 
10%) of the Swedish texts in their sample. Qualitative analysis too reveals that 
Nordic cuisine is for the Danes almost interchangeably connected to Danish 
cuisine, while in Sweden NNC’s culinary excellence is construed as specific-
ally Swedish (Neuman and Leer 2018). New Nordic Cuisine, whose flagship 
was the Noma restaurant in Copenhagen, was heavily financed by Denmark to 
the tune of no less than 25 million DKK. However, the project has its cultural 
side: it will develop a foundation for a future Nordic knowledge centre linking 
not only Sweden and Denmark, but Greenland, Norway, Iceland, the Faroe 
Islands and Finland as well.

  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Food heritage and nationalism in Europe 11

A few years before NNC was created, Denmark developed another kind of 
memorialization, linking national foundation myths with the need to rescue 
national eating habits. On 7 June 2000, the Danish Potato Council proposed 
in a press release to designate Valdemar’s Day as Danish National Potato Day 
(Gold 2007, 115). Valdemar’s Day  –  a highly respected national holiday  –  
commemorates Dannebrog, the mythical Danish flag which flew from the sky 
in 1219 during a battle in Estonia.

Promotion of national food in connection with national identity and rivalry 
on an international scale also prompted Emmanuel Macron’s proposal to 
include the baguette in UNESCO’s ICH. Explicitly presented as a reaction 
to the inclusion of the art of the Neapolitan pizzaiuolo, this proposal was also 
suggested by other impellent needs in France’s political scene. Moving away 
from haute cuisine, it provided the opportunity to highlight the “everyday” of 
all French people: one single national food that could unite a country lacerated 
by the issue of the veil and laicité, while also going beyond specifically regional 
and local concerns.3

Populisms and mixophobia

Food can mirror mixophobie:  the fear not just of foreignness and otherness, 
but of mestization. Anthropologists know well that “people who eat strik-
ingly different foods or similar foods in different ways” might be thought to be 
“strikingly different, sometimes even less human” (Mintz 1985, 3). The subject 
is important for the way populist movements (Kaya 2019) have used the food 
issue. To ridicule others for their food is no new strategy: it is found in the age 
of early nationalism and colonialism. In recent years some European popu-
list movements have made great play with it against migrants and Muslims. 
This broadly transversal phenomenon deserves attention for all its implications, 
such as potential leverage over a medium- low culture public and its marked 
communicative relevance. Significantly, both Lega Nord, who started the trend, 
and Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) have used food for some of their most 
successful electoral posters.

“Yes to polenta  –  No to couscous” was one of the Lega’s top slogans of 
the 1990s (McKinley 2010). More recently the AfD used a picture of young 
women in classic Bavarian costume –  the dirndl –  to convey the message: “Trau 
dich, Deutschland. Burka? Ich stehe mehr auf Burgunder” (Germany, take my 
word for it. Burka? I prefer Burgundy wine). France followed with a slogan 
combining nostalgia for terroir and islamophobia in the slogan devised by Nissa 
Rebela in Nice (Binet 2016, 241):  “Non au kebab, oui à la socca” (no to 
kebab, yes to socca). Incidentally, socca is not a French food: this thin, unleavened 
chickpea pancake is no different from the cecina eaten in Pisa or the farinata that 
probably originated from Genoa, but is also present in many seaports in Italy 
such as Livorno (where it is again called cecina) or in Palermo (panelle). Thus 

  

 

 

 

 

 



12 Ilaria Porciani

socca is not an identity marker for Provence, but quite possibly a typical food of 
the Mediterranean, widely present in the Maghreb, and having strong similar-
ities with Indian specialities.

The same deconstruction of a national stereotype could be operated for 
couscous, found in the Sicilian gastronomic tradition thanks to Arab influence 
and included in the first national canon of Italian cuisine, Pellegrino Artusi’s La 
scienza in cucina e l’arte di mangiar bene (Science in the Kitchen and the Art of Eating 
Well) (1891).

Unsurprisingly, the Front National (Shields 2014) focused on the issue of 
halal meat, organizing an extremely vocal campaign around the fake news that 
all meat in France was halal. The Identitaires, an electorally weak and yet influ-
ential French political movement, was ahead of them: in 2014 the use of food 
in public events and political discourse became “a weekly occurrence” (Binet 
2016, 240).

Xenophobia and mixophobia are likely to rub shoulders with localism. 
Cuisine and agriculture can provide good material for opposing both immi-
gration and European policies, which French peasants perceive as hostile: an 
argument the Lega in Italy has recently picked up once more. The mixophobic 
discourse (Taguieff 2015) built on reactions against Americanization:  criti-
cism of the Islaburger combined opposition to Islamization as well as to 
Americanization. Raoul Bové and the Confédération Paysanne gave early 
voice to regional food, thus linking deep criticism of globalization with 
“authentic” French culture. They drew on the idea of the symbiotic relation-
ship between people and landscape (Aron 1975). Their localism is certainly not 
“reflexive” (Goodman, Dupuis and Goodman 2012) or sophisticated. In Nice 
the Identitaires organized a combat gastonomique (gastronomic combat), while 
in Lyon they proposed a marche des cochons (a pigs’ march), banned by the local 
authorities. They also organized pork- based soupes identitaires, broadly attended 
aperitifs called Apéro saucisson et pinard where sausages and French wine were 
served. One expression is recurrent in their rhetoric: souche (meaning “strain” 
in the ethnic sense), dear to the right wing of Action Française in the early 20th 
century. It may be worth adding that Action Française extended to the food 
issue (Saillard 2010).

In Italy such issues are reflected in two episodes where there is a clear ref-
erence to local and national gastronomic heritage as a closed system. The first 
is the closing down (or pressure to do so) of places serving ethnic dishes. The 
excuse given was a desire to protect local specialities against the growing popu-
larity of ethnic cuisines. The second issue was the question of serving pork in 
school canteens where Muslim pupils may be present. The guidelines from 
Italian Minister of Education Maria Stella Gelmini in 2011 explicitly focused 
on the cultural and identity aspects of food in national terms. No reference 
was made to food as an intercultural factor helping to create a joint and more 
critical awareness, as the Caritas Report on Migrants pointed out.4 Admittedly, 
there are on record some attempts at innovation over extracurricular school 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Food heritage and nationalism in Europe 13

activities involving learning about other cultures’ food: cooking dishes together 
including diverse traditions, or learning about their entangled history. This was 
again mentioned by the Caritas report drawn up prior to Expo 2015 where the 
theme was “Feeding the Planet. Energy for Life!” But it is certainly not enough.

In some European countries, populist movements use food in order to 
“other” and reject “others”. Paradoxically enough, in the United Kingdom 
curry (Collingham 2006) and chicken tikka masala (invented in England) came 
close to being national dishes. By 1997 a Gallup poll announced that curry 
was the nation’s favourite food, and in 2001 British Foreign Minister Robin 
Cook declared that chicken tikka masala was Britain’s national dish (Laudan 
2013). Food critics, however, were more sceptical: they immediately called this 
dish a British invention: not a sign of multiculturalism, but a demonstration of 
Britons’ ability to transform foreign foods into their own, as Jonathan Meades 
wrote in the Times (21 April 2001).

19th- century food nationalisms

Speaking of gastrodiplomacy or gastronationalism for the 19th century would cer-
tainly be an anachronism. However, it was then that food entered powerfully 
into both the discourse and the practice of the nation.

Until the French Revolution, food symbolized first of all power and social 
distinction: for the wealthy it was largely “eating to impress” (Lloyd 2015). It 
was in the long 19th century that food became mostly a marker of national 
identity, while obviously continuing to mirror relations between individuals, 
social groups and the state (Spang 2000). Between the 18th and 19th centuries 
the meaning of “you are what you eat” started to change: dishes and cuisines 
helped to draw or to confirm old and new, existing or imagined geopolit-
ical and mental boundaries. This process reached back to the already existing 
association of “national characters” with certain foods (as also with habits 
and look). Between the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, the 
opposition between Englishness and Frenchness was increasingly represented 
through food: the beef- eating John Bull (invented 100 years before) became 
extremely popular as the hero of British liberty. The supposedly hearty diet of 
the British was represented as the opposite pole to the elaborate, effeminate 
diet of the French, to the point that beef and liberty became synonymous. 
At the same time, in the eyes of French travellers English people became 
rosbifs (Rogers 2004). Much later, in the interwar years and, more precisely, 
in 1934, Sir Henry Dixon Kimber added the concept of race when he wrote 
on behalf of the Hotels and Restaurants Association of Great Britain: “The 
French people are, by nature, as well as by training, for the most part instinct-
ively cooks, in the true sense of the word. The British, as a race, are not, though 
there are many individual exceptions. But don’t forget –  different national-
ities have different tastes, and employ different methods” (quoted in Mennell 
1985, 279).
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In the early 19th century food started to identify the “we” of the invented 
national community against the “others”. This represented a sharp turn from its 
previous use to signify divisions within society. It was then that the idea of the 
“middling cuisines” started to gain ground. According to Laudan, the “yawning 
gap between the food of the rich and the powerful and the food of everyone 
else within the state was diminishing. It was replaced by a different gap, a gap 
between the states where the shift to middling cuisines had occurred and the 
states that retained a sharp distinction between high and humble cuisines” 
(Laudan 2013,  chapter 8). By the end of the 19th century, however, national 
cuisines were established in North America, Europe, Latin America and Japan, 
and were discussed in India and in various parts of the Ottoman Empire.

National thinking prompted the construction of national cuisines. This 
phenomenon should be read in the context of policies which promoted 
patrimonialization, as it was labelled in France, where the concept of heritage 
was born in the crucial years of the French Revolution. The new system of 
“museum, nation and heritage” (Poulot 1997) implied a deep change of per-
spective, which also directly affected the perception of cuisine. In his book 
Paris à table (1846) Eugène Briefault’ declared that “la cuisine d’un peuple est 
le témoin exacte de sa civilisation” (a people’s cuisine bears exact witness to its 
civilization) (quoted in Ory 1992, 823) and confirmed that the nation and its 
cuisine were one. In the Grande Nation and especially in Paris, restaurants were 
invented, cookbooks were published, the excellence of cuisine was emphasized 
and cooks policed the taste (Davis 2013). They became priests in a “properly 
national celebration” and looked for the roots of the nation, as did archaeologists 
and historians (Rowley 2006, 223).

Cuisine became an object of catalogues aiming at preservation, following the 
blueprint of the catalogues and musealizing of art heritage. In France shortly 
after the Revolution –  that is, when the first museum of the monuments of the 
nation was created –  the first inventory of the country’s food was started as well.

I suggest we read the construction of a gastronomic identity as a policy 
similar to the creation of museums and centres for history studies. Research on 
this issue is still scant. However, there are interesting traces which ought to be 
followed up regarding more than one country. In 1859, shortly before Italian 
unification, scholars in Emilia creating one of the first regional institutions 
for the publication of historical sources urged the need to publish not only 
collections of local monuments and documents, but, equally important, to pre-
pare inventories of bread shapes and special foods of the various provinces 
(Porciani 2018). In Spain in the 1870s, shortly after the foundation of the 
National Archaeological Museum dedicated to the protection, classification 
and exhibition of archaeological but also ethnographical items (Esteban de Vega 
2010, 126), a discussion about the gastronomic identity of the country was 
started by the father of national folklore, Antonio Machado y Alvarez. It was 
carried on under the auspices of the Centro de Estudios Historicos, founded 
in 1910, where historians and other scholars worked at a catalogue of historic 
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Spanish traditions. The idea behind this research was that classic Spanish cuisine, 
enriched by many regional traditions, had been “slandered, forgotten and 
supplanted by the foreign fashion of French cuisine” (Ingram 2012, 9)  and 
had to be rescued: thus Spain experienced its own version of gastronationalism 
(Riera i Melis 2004, 775).

While no national museum of food was created, the great international and 
national exhibitions which began in London in 1851 acted as a kind of Ersatz 
placing national foods on display (Scholliers and Teughels 2015). Such pavilions 
presenting food fall somewhat short of a museum but may at least be seen as 
temporary shows of food products, not only for commercial reasons, but also in 
order to present the variety of the various countries’ edible heritage (Tellström, 
Gustafson and Lindgren 2008).

While shortly after the Revolution France was starting to recollect its food 
heritage, on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean the new republic of the 
United States of America in turn began shaping its national identity through 
culinary discourse and the unifying and civilizing practices of home cooking. 
After the American Civil War, the 1876 centennial encouraged further debates 
on national cuisine (Laudan 2013). American authors tried from very early 
on to define their national cuisine in opposition to Britain’s. Corn “became a 
political instrument for self- definition and resistance, and laid the foundation 
for a republican cuisine” (Vester 2015). In neighbouring Canada, a cookbook 
written by the ladies of Toronto in 1878 complained that Canadians had no 
national dish to distinguish themselves from the British.

In Europe, after the defeat of the double monarchy in 1866, Hungarians 
nationalized goulasch (Metro- Roland 2013), a southern speciality until then 
ignored and considered vulgar. There was no question of sharing their culinary 
marker with the German victors (Rowley 2006, 324). Shortly after independ-
ence (1878), Romania also published its first book of recipes in the national 
language. Foreign names defining culinary specialities were avoided, espe-
cially on important events. In 1870s Spain criticisms were voiced of state 
banquets whose menus were written in bad French and not in Spanish. The 
same happened in Germany, where the Kaiser decreed that as far as possible 
imperial menus should be written in German (Heinzelmann 2014, 209). In this 
respect, Italy represents an exception, since the court cuisine remained French 
oriented while it was middle- class nationalism that pressed for a national cuisine 
(Montanari and Capatti 2003). In almost every country popular plates were 
named after kings, princes and princesses –  the beloved icons of the nation. In 
Italy we find pizza Margherita (D’Achille 2017) and in England we see Prince 
Albert Pudding, while in Majorca the recipe of the sobressada was attributed to 
King Martin I of Aragon (Rowley 2006, 326). In Russia, where Tsar Nicholas 
I  aimed at state- oriented patriotism focusing on “Russianness” and did not 
welcome “foreign” behaviour or cultures (Smith 2009), the topic of cuisine fell 
into the field of tension between Slavophiles and Westernizers. Faddej Bulgarin, 
in his popular weekly column in the Ekonom, praised Russian dishes as “simple, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16 Ilaria Porciani

healthy, without any spices, without artifice, moral” as opposed to foreign food 
and spices (Smith 2009).

The deep divide between homely middle- class Russian food and foreign 
gastronomic foods was reflected in cookbooks. Restaurants followed. In Latvia 
at the beginning of the 19th century the top restaurants only served inter-
national cuisine, but after independence they started to serve only national 
cuisine.

Italy was probably an exception here:  this “latecomer” to nation- building 
never developed a clear “national” culinary character. In fact, the acceptance 
of a plurality of traditions, already featured even in early modern cookbooks 
(Montanari 2013), was stressed even more in the years of annexation to 
Piedmont, when fear of standardization and Piedmontization was widespread. 
Parliamentary novels of post- unification Italy featured members of Parliament 
discussing the need to unify the national cuisine but also stressed the difficulty 
of doing so (quoted in La Cecla 2016, 51– 2), while Pellegrino Artusi did not 
try to impose one gastronomic style but carefully noted and accepted diversity, 
as explained in the conclusion of this book.

Women and cookbooks: gender and culinary 
nationalism

Cuisine became one of the pillars of the new heritage community. At the 
centre of this community were women. Not by chance Marie-Antoine 
Carême began his L’Art de la cuisine française au dix- neuvième siècle (1833) 
with a discussion of pot- au- feu (boiled beef), the dish that holds the key to 
the French worker’s diet and also lays the foundation for French cuisine as a 
whole, and began not with a recipe but with an analysis that details exactly 
what happens when the housewife sets her pot on the fire (Parkhurst Ferguson 
2004, 377). The nation may have been masculinized, given the centrality of the 
discourse on male bourgeois citizens and soldiers, but it was also feminized 
and familialized (Porciani 2002).

In the United States the close link between family and nation –  reinforced 
thanks to the founding myth of American motherhood –  was reaffirmed in 
the kitchen (Vester 2015). From independence on, the civilizing and domesti-
cating role of middle- class white women in the United States was transmitted 
by textbooks of domestic economy written for women by women. Catherine 
Beecher’s The American Woman’s Home criticized British cuisine and, while not 
despising the French, did not fail to mention the “good patriots” or the good 
culinary habits of the grandmothers (Beecher 1869, 171, 176). In 1846 Sarah 
Josepha Hale launched a campaign to celebrate Thanksgiving as the national 
holiday commemorating unification, expansion and inclusion around the 
dinner table and the turkey. Godey’s Lady’s Book (1865) –  the American woman’s 
bible of domestic science that would see out the century –  urged its readers 
to support this influential ritual rooted in domestic life (Porciani 2008). Many 
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of these cookbooks were written by Presbyterian churchwomen, prefaced by 
ministers and sold for charity (Laudan 2013).

In Europe women wrote cookbooks almost everywhere (Montanari 
2013): Magdalena Dobrumila Rettigovà provided Czech cuisine with its bible, 
and Katharina Prato was the author of a monumental cookbook running to 
more than 700 pages. They were not alone, as Catherine Horel points out in 
this volume (Chapter 8). In Denmark, recipe books written by women and 
focusing on the perception of nation- building in the throes of heavy territorial 
losses promoted the consumption of Danish products and the education of 
good citizens. Thus they voiced women’s need to be “useful for our fatherland”. 
It is therefore not surprising that cookbook authors were explicit about not 
using foreign names (Gold 2007, 98– 102): a choice made elsewhere too, and 
similar to the deep criticism of “foreign” nannies for the young generation in 
many countries.

In Russia cookbooks were also often written by women: the most popular 
cookbook author in the country was probably K.A. Andreeva, who labelled 
herself as an “experienced Russian housewife” (Smith 2012, 456).

“[A]  cookbook that consisted of nothing but rules for various dishes would 
be an unpopular cookbook indeed. Even the root of recipe –  the Latin recipere –  
implies an exchange, a giver and a receiver. Like a story, a recipe needs a recom-
mendation, a context, a point, a reason to be” (Roy 2002, 478). Some of them 
provide narratives and even a feminine genealogy (the cooking of the mother or 
the grandmother). Others constitute a sort of autobiography of the nation, and 
are even chosen as national icons. Three years after publication of the first his-
torical study ever written in Lithuanian (Selenis 2010), in 1845, it was a (noble)
woman, Anna Ciundziwicka, who oriented greater Lithuanian culinary history 
with a book titled Lithuanian Housewife, which was followed six years later by 
Wincentyna Zawadzka’s Lithuanian Housewife (Belyi 2013). However, the first 
cookbook in the Lithuanian language (again titled Lithuanian Housewife and 
likewise authored by a woman) was not published until 1893. The importance 
as well as persistence of this national turn should not be exaggerated: in relation 
to food the elite of the new interwar Lithuanian Republic concentrated on 
other issues –  less important for the focus of this book –  but rational, scientif-
ically correct and healthy food preparation indebted to the Western model was 
not the least important of them.

At the turn of the century, when a further shift took place  –  from the 
Kulturnation to the ethnic nation  –  women were once more at the centre 
of the picture. In 1894 Alfred Suzanne, introducing his La cuisine anglaise et 
la pâtisserie, wrote: “In France women need not learn cookery. It is inborn” 
(quoted in Saillard 2014). Action Française had already devoted attention to 
French cooking, but it was in the interwar years that such statements took a 
clear step further. In his novel on La vie et la passion de Dodin- Bouffant, gourmet 
(1924), the historian and writer Marcel Rouff declared:  “la gastronomie est 
innée dans la race” (gastronomy is innate to the race). The model at this point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



18 Ilaria Porciani

is clearly the peasant woman “de souche” who never learned cooking at school 
or in books, because “elle la savait de naissance et par atavisme” (she knew it 
from birth, atavistically) (quoted in Rowley 2006, 338). This statement recalls 
the widespread discourse on women’s ancestral memory in the same period 
(Porciani 2008). In the 1930s, while praising the excellence of French cuisine, 
the middle- class women’s magazine Elle cautiously presented a few exotic 
dishes, introducing them explicitly as “alien” (Régnier 2005, 3).

In the interwar republic it was the Lithuanian Women’s Catholic Association 
that published a magazine and promoted a book of recipes which described the 
main dishes of the culinary heritage of the four principal ethnic groups, and 
published the oldest recipe for Lithuanian zeppelins (cepelinai): potatoes stuffed 
with chopped meat (Belyi 2013), while in the neighbouring Belarus republic 
the most vivid contribution to the idea of Belorussian culinary heritage was 
The New Land by Yakub Kolas, an epic poem in Belorussian which described 
peasant meals at length. The culinary roots were to be found in peasant life.

In Serbia, Slovenia and Croatia women also wrote national cookbooks, care-
fully differentiating them from those drawing on foreign sources. None of them, 
however, mirrored a Yugoslavian identity. It was only in socialist Yugoslavia 
that the former head chef for Tito, Olga Novak- Markovič, tried to blend the 
nation’s dishes into a cuisine characteristic of Yugoslavia as a whole (Bracewell 
2012; Saillard 2014).

In Spain, after the First World War, novelist Emilia Pardo Bazan “pleaded for 
the nationalization of domestic practices” (Storm 2016, 184) and “urged her 
listeners to thoroughly hispanicize their homes, beginning with the cuisine” 
(Gutiérrez 2017) and argued that they should cook Spanish dishes, in line 
with which she published La cocina antigua española. Gastronationalism became 
intense under Franco: only from the late 1960s on did regional or international 
gastronomic traditions start to re- emerge (Anderson 2013a, 2013b; Ingram 
2012; Riera i Melis 2004, 775, 780).

Clearly, gender, nation and food form a complex strand. National dishes –  
especially if related to fire and open- air cooking  –  often seem connected 
with masculinity:  this is so with the barbecue or the Mexican barbacoa. This 
issue is extremely important in connection with dishes perceived as national. 
Barbecuing is also a beloved male activity of Israeli Jews celebrating the nation’s 
independence day (Avieli 2013) while paella too was originally a dish prepared 
by men on an open fire. It only later became part of women’s cuisine when 
it was brought inside and cooked in the kitchen (Duhart and Medina 2007; 
Guardiola y Ortiz 1972).

Useful prompts for thinking about food- nation- gender tie- ups also emerge 
from new case studies focusing on the perception and custody of trad-
itional identity- linked factors in relation to conflict over statehood. Among 
Israel’s Palestinians only the menfolk cook in public establishments, in which 
Palestinian women do not figure at all. These Palestinian male cooks prefer 
to serve dishes not directly connected to their own tradition. For traditional 
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cooking, the perceived heritage of the Palestinian people is the women’s prov-
ince within the family nucleus, as though it were women, retaining the secret 
recipes and food customs of tradition, who cultivate the nation inside the pri-
vate, though political, domain of the home. They refuse to let it be commodi-
fied in restaurants of outsiders, where it would so easily get shared or watered 
down: in a word, dispersed or perverted. As Gvion writes, it is partly by pre-
serving a distinction between home cooking and food consumed in public 
places that Palestinians express their resistance to the status they have been 
given in Israeli society and “become active social agents engaged in control-
ling the appropriation and modification of Palestinian food by Jewish culinary 
agents” (Gvion 2011, 411). Studies on masculinity start focusing on the issue 
of food (Neuman 2017; Neuman and Fjellström 2014). As cooking shows are 
reaching the status of icons, scholars have also started to reflect on the image of 
masculinity that they convey (Leer 2016).

Coda: about this book

The story of food nowadays associated with one nation state is often a story 
of remote transfers owing to usually overlooked long- distance travel and 
migrations: when we eat tempura in a European Japanese restaurant looking for 
something new, we do not think that Japan adopted tempura from Portuguese 
visitors and returned it to Europe with migrants of its own (Fernández- Armesto 
and Sacks 2012).

Exchanges have always marked the history of ingredients and cuisines. Hence, 
it is important to avoid any temptation of methodological nationalism which 
might encourage one to rethink cooking traditions within the nation states’ 
borders. Contacts and transfers took place right from ancient times: the ones 
attested within the Roman Empire were not the first.

In this book Massimo Montanari focuses on the integration of Europe’s 
culinary models in the Middle Ages and on their syncretism. The opposition 
between food regimes of different religious groups was apparently marked by 
clear- cut boundaries: Christians had a well- defined liturgical year interspersed 
with periods of fasting, Muslims had Ramadan and Jews ate special foods for 
specific festivities. The interdicts on pork for Muslims and on pork and other 
kinds of meat for Jews strongly differentiated their cooking. Yet recent studies 
on the eating habits and identity of Jewish communities point out not only 
the dynamic, porous and constantly evolving character of their recipes and the 
process of differentiation of some Jewish dishes from “local” cuisines (Roden 
1974), but also the many changes and hybridization of original recipes of dis-
tinct Jewish groups, which could not always follow their tradition because they 
had to use what was locally available (Toaff 2004).

The crusades fostered new eating experiences and culinary habits. Much 
more decisive, however, was the Columbian exchange (Crosby 1972), which 
opened the way to many culinary discoveries (Earle 2012; Pérez Samper 2012) 
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and reciprocal transfers from the old world to the new and beyond, as triangu-
lation through Africa makes clear. The turkey’s French name, dinde –  that is, 
“d’Inde” (from the West Indies) –  still bears evidence of its exotic origin. At first 
it was only eaten in well- defined geographic areas such as Genoa and eastern 
Iberia, and especially in specific social milieus (Genoese merchants and Spanish 
nobility), but it was soon incorporated in many European diets. However, it 
took time before some of the plants and animals introduced on either side 
became widely accepted and were incorporated in previous eating regimes. 
The history of the potato and its slow reception is exemplary in this respect. It 
was not until the mid- 17th century, after the destruction, reconstruction and 
reintegration of food in the new world and in Africa, Europe and Asia, that 
new animals and edible plants were adopted in hybrid cuisines (Mintz and 
Friedmann 2004, 421). The fact that new cereals and vegetables reached Europe 
did not make them immediately accepted or popular there when they first 
arrived. Corn and tomatoes made their way through Catalonia and western 
Liguria before becoming core components of many recipes in southern France 
and Italy.

The long 19th century was much more an age of empires than of nations 
and nation states (Osterhammel 2014, 392). It is impossible to imagine Britain 
without the empire. Throughout the long 19th century edibles constituted the 
majority of the value and weight of Britain’s imperial trade (Bickham 2008, 72). 
These products coming from the empire penetrated the daily life of men and 
women. Their advertisements were more pervasive than any other print media. 
Not only images of the British colonies and imperial trade abounded in British 
advertisements for empire- related foods: “Britannia, the symbolic embodiment 
of Britain, appears regularly with her spear and shield before bowing imperial 
subjects offering imperial foods and goods as a form of tribute” (Bickham 2008, 
81– 92). British cooking was marked by an increasing presence of “Currey the 
India way”, which appeared for the first time in Hannah Glasse’s Art of Cookery 
Made Plain and Easy (1747). With the “increasing racialization of the Raj after 
1857, the body of British official in India became an even more powerful sign 
of ‘Britishness’ and diet and dress become, accordingly, cultural sites on which 
a sense of bodily difference between the British and their Indian subjects 
was maintained” (Sengupta 2010, 84). The flavours of Indian cuisine and the 
spices brought back by the East India Company’s nabobs (Collingham 2006; 
Colquhoun 2011) were soon transformed into new recipes and foods: curry 
was rapidly interpreted as a ready mixture of spices soon to be called “Curry 
powder”. This mixture was sold as early as 1784 in London and soon curry 
became a national dish. In spite of all these entanglements, however, British 
cooking apparently remained extremely conservative until the 1960s: only then 
did restaurants run by immigrants from Italy, China or the Indian subcontinent 
start to become popular (Mason 2004).

Innovative and even cosmopolitan restaurants (Assael 2013), together with 
ethnic and colonial shops or the large stores which started to appear at the 
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turn of the 20th century especially in the metropolis and capital cities, started 
to offer a variety of exotic products, in implicit opposition with the market 
halls, so deeply connected with local food and recently turned into heritage 
and memory places (Fava, Garcia, Plana and Garrido 2016). In food exchanges 
empires were crucial: they introduced innovations and forced a metropolitan 
taste on peripheral areas, as well as providing institutional and geopolitical 
opportunities for mobility of merchants, civil servants and the armed forces, 
who took with them cookbooks, cooks and maids, thus hybridizing culinary 
traditions, as Samancı (Chapter 9) and Horel (Chapter 8) point out in this book.

No less important, however, were various other kinds of people on the move. 
Travellers and later tourists imported new tastes and opened the path not only 
to “typical” or “ethnic” restaurants in Europe, but to a reshaping of exotic 
cuisines which adapted to their consumers’ taste and expectations. Much later, 
students, especially after 1968 and increasingly with the Erasmus and Overseas 
programmes, have also contributed to such hybridization of gastronomic 
cultures and eating habits.

Diasporas (Mintz 2008) and exiles (Fernández- Armesto and Sacks 2012) in 
turn introduced and popularized new foods, and still do. So too did various 
waves of emigration and immigration (Beer 2014). In recent times, these 
experiences also started to be mirrored in some temporary or permanent 
exhibitions, complementing the static and often national approach of many 
museums dealing with food. In fact, museums can turn into visual and sensory 
experience the notion of what food was and is. They often suggest nostalgia for 
a mythical past, prior to industrialization, globalization, and what is perceived 
altogether as decline. Sometimes, however, they try to play their role in the 
field of public history and take account of the historian’s work. In Plymouth 
Plantation historians have documented 17th- century English and Native 
American foodways, have given attention to those dynamics that changed both 
groups as a result of their interaction, and have “deconstructed and dismissed 
the mythologies central to a nationalist ideology, and have reinterpreted an 
early meeting, commonly and mistakenly referred to as ‘the First Thanksgiving’, 
between Wampanoags and Pilgrims. The resultant recasting successfully offered 
through food history a new context for the interpretation of Native American 
history, settler history, and environmental history” (Green 2012, 86). This 
attention to the new history of food is to some extent mirrored in the Brussels 
House of European History, which provides a concise presentation of food 
transfers within European countries and across the Mediterranean. Through 
displays that focus on culinary cultures, museums  –  as Susannah Eckersley 
shows in this book (Chapter 6) –  can also answer to a desire for public recogni-
tion of difficult past times and deal with themes of multiculturalism, migration 
and intercultural contact, providing a kind of “safe space” to explore differences 
otherwise difficult to deal with.

Unsurprisingly, the topic of migrations has largely been investigated for 
Italian Americans in connection with the image of the country, in studies 
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which are relevant to the approach of this book (Caldognetto 2014; Cinotto 
2017; Cinotto, Canepari and Regnard- Drouot 2016; Corti 1998; Diner 2001; 
Gabaccia 1998; Scarpellini 2016). Italians in the United States of the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries emphasized the link between their products and some 
of their nation’s icons, projecting the pride of a Kulturnation onto commodities. 
Garibaldi’s immense popularity in 19th- century England explains the name of 
popular cookies, still produced today. One olive oil brand was soon named after 
Dante, while advertising of other produce displayed images of famous Italian 
monuments: a process that also occurred in Italy, as Paolo Capuzzo points out 
in this book (Chapter 4).

In closing this introduction, I would like to refer to recent works which 
highlight the use of national heritage in order to promote not only food, but 
restaurants. Maren Möhring studied the evocative power of monuments in 
the prints and pictures adorning the walls of Italian restaurants in Germany 
from the 1950s onwards in an attempt to reconstruct an Italian atmosphere 
(Möhring 2012, 258, 267– 8). Further investigations of the commercial strat-
egies of governments, producers and tourist agencies would certainly help us to 
understand the intertwining and overlapping of artistic and food heritages that 
occurs in branding. It was not possible to further develop this issue here, neither 
was it possible to explore the role played –  albeit at a very different level –  by 
exiles: in this book this topic is only touched on by Tolomelli (Chapter 5).

From different points of view this introduction and the 11 chapters of this 
book investigate the interweaving of discourses on food and to a varying extent 
cooking practices, heritagization and nationalism. These narratives grew out of 
largely invented foundation myths and traditions of individualism and nation-
ality. The authors of this book do not share the framework of unreflective 
nationalism. Thus we have chosen to avoid chapters focusing on individual 
countries: Paolo Capuzzo’s contribution (Chapter 4) –  mostly but not exclu-
sively on Italy  –  is thus an exception:  its importance lies in exploring the 
dynamics and political nature of the regional or local dimension in a 200- year 
span from nationalism, through Fascism, down to the mass television culture 
and the miracolo economico (the Italian economic miracle or boom). Instead of 
focusing on individual countries, we have chosen to cast light on transnational 
spaces, from medieval Europe to the empires. We have drawn attention to the 
global scene which quality labels and intangible heritage impact (Parasecoli, 
Chapter 3, and Di Fiore, Chapter 2), conscious that even when Europe is at the 
core of our research, it is a Europe with porous and open borders, increasingly 
connected.

In many ways we have insisted on one point:  that place- bound formal 
heritagization may present problems. Di Fiore suggests that such processes 
often minimize history and change (in the conclusion to this book Massimo 
Montanari and I  have called this time) in favour of place- bound invented 
traditions (in the conclusion we have called this place). History and geog-
raphy are the historian’s eyes, from Herodotus onwards. It is important to map 
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change  –  persistence but most of all innovations in a geography free from 
constraints: a geography which does not passively mirror the methodological 
nationalism of nation- state borders, but opens up to dynamism.

Many themes recur in this book’s various chapters. Gender is one of them, 
and intersects with this introduction as well as Williot’s (Chapter 10) and Di 
Fiore’s (Chapter 2) contributions and the chapters on empires (Chapters 3 and 
4), on 1968 (Chapter 5) and on museums (Chapter 6).

Class is certainly another issue that crosses most of the chapters of this book, 
including this introduction. National imagination created around food, and 
eventually a national cuisine, tended to overshadow the fact that often the 
“national diet” was in fact not the same for everybody: poor people had access 
to a limited supply of food and were certainly not the intended public of recipe 
books. Only in post- war situations and countries with wide- scale literacy was 
food shortage addressed, albeit indirectly, and the authors of cookbooks did not 
refrain from pointing out that certain ingredients needed in cooking typical 
dishes were expensive and beyond some people’s means.

Differences of class and milieu intersecting with local peculiarities have 
always been relevant. Massimo Montanari points out that the lower classes were 
for a long time limited in their consumption to what was produced in the area. 
It was the signori (the nobility and the gentry) who were not so restricted: there 
was a clear gap between what the courts and the aristocracy ate and what the 
workers could afford: often one single food, and not even enough of it. Wine 
conquered the beer countries fairly early, but was only drunk by the elites; 
Catherine Horel (Chapter 8) points out that there was –  as expected –  a great 
difference between what the lower classes and the upper classes drank.

Catherine Horel highlights also the mobility of civil servants and cooks, 
while peasants were sedentary. Having access only to local food, they were more 
conservative in taste and eating habits. The urban middle classes were more 
experimental, especially in an empire. In a different context it was middle- class 
stateless refugees from the former Russian Empire who created a distinctive 
vibrant consumer economy in international cities and were active in opening 
restaurants and importing new food heritage to such places as cosmopolitan 
Shanghai with its community of merchants and traders. It was the middle classes 
that ate in Shanghai restaurants in the 1920s and 1930s, as Katya Knyazeva 
remarks (Chapter 11). Social stratification is also considered in Capuzzo’s con-
tribution (Chapter 4), which focuses especially on the role of the middle classes. 
Fabio Parasecoli (Chapter 3) suggests we should connect social milieus with 
taste. Features that in the past were a cause for shame, such as the simplicity of 
dishes, the rusticity of ingredients and the connection with rural and working- 
class social environments, have turned into major advantages in the process of 
re- evaluation that characterizes contemporary food culture.

Essential, ethnic food rooted in a single locality hardly exists. And yet nos-
talgia is a central topic to many of the chapters of this book. As we have briefly 
recalled, however, exchanges were a persistent and crucial factor, as has been 
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the role of diasporas, colonization and decolonization, commercial and colonial 
trade (Knyazeva, Chapter 11), older and more recent mass migrations, but also 
movements like those of 1968, where a new generation became increasingly 
open and experimental, and its criticism of traditional foodways revealed scope 
for experiments perceived and labelled as new on both sides of the Atlantic 
(Tolomelli, Chapter 5). Each of them contributed to the food’s geteilte Geschichte.

Many chapters of this book emphasize not only the well- known oppos-
ition between town and country, but more specifically the role of capital cities 
such as Paris, the capital not only of France, but also of the long- lasting French 
hegemony over haute cuisine; Vienna and Istanbul were true melting pots, but 
so too were important harbours in Europe, in the colonies and in the imperial 
ambit. Fiume is a good case in point.

Tensions between local and national on one hand, and global on the other, are 
present in various chapters: they could be read as a fil rouge running throughout 
this volume, from this introduction to Di Fiore’s contribution (Chapter 2) –  
which points out that in UNESCO candidature local becomes national on the 
global scene –  to the chapter authored by Fabio Parasecoli (Chapter 3).

The chapters of this book implicitly allude to some further common themes. 
As a parting shot to this introduction, I  invite readers to spot these, and to 
read this book both as a summing up of three fertile decades of study and as a 
springboard for other more specific research.

Notes

 1 UNESCO nomination file number 01063 for inscription on the representative list 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

 2 www.gamberorosso.it/ it/ news/ 1026133- l- istituto- nomisma- spiega- all- italia- cos- e- 
la- gastro- diplomazia- il- soft- power- di- cibo- e- cucina accessed December 2018.

 3 www.20minutes.fr/ societe/ 2201303- 20180113- unesco- emmanuel- macron- 
souhaite- baguette- inscrite- patrimoine- mondial- humanite; http:// gastronomique-
mentvotre.blogspot.com/ 2008/ 09/ le- patrimoine- alimentaire- definition.html 
accessed December 2018.

 4 Caritas e migrantes. XXIV rapporto immigrazione e sviluppo: http:// inmigration.caritas.
it/ sites/ default/ files/ 2016- 09/ XXIV%20Rapporto%20Immigrazione%202014.pdf 
accessed December 2018.
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